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Live updatesLive updates, Netanyahu’s Rafah threat raises questions over Gaza negotiations: Hamas
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LISTEN: Did Israel intentionally target an aid convoy in Gaza?
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Live updatesLive updates, UK’s Cameron meets Trump, to press US Congress on Ukraine aid
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Turkey restricts exports of 54 products to Israel until Gaza ceasefire

[image: Protest in solidarity with Palestinians, in Istanbul]


	
Israel says ‘date set’ for Rafah invasion amid ongoing Gaza ceasefire talks

[image: Palestinians who had taken refuge in Rafah, leave the city to return to Khan Yunis]


	Russia and China to deepen security cooperation in Asia, Europe


	Ecuador ex-VP Jorge Glas hospitalised after capture from Mexico embassy


	‘On borrowed time’: World marks new global heat record in March


	Cameron meets Trump, to urge US Congress to approve Ukraine military aid
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	‘Not your typical Ramadan’: Muslim Americans focus on Gaza in holy month
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	Indigenous people in Philippines’s north ‘ready to fight’ as tensions rise


	Where Rwanda’s genocide perpetrators and survivors live side by side
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	Why a Sri Lankan island is sparking an Indian election controversy
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Video Duration 02 minutes 45 seconds 02:45	Total solar eclipse sweeps across North America: Eight highlights


	Eid Mubarak: Hear greetings in different languages



Opinion
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Opinion by Hamza KarčićHamza Karčić	[image: Haythem Guesmi]Tunisia’s Saied is a hypocrite on Palestine
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Watch Latest Videos
	Activists calling for Israel arms embargo target UK’s Labour Party HQ
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Video Duration 00 minutes 41 seconds 00:41	Is Myanmar’s military losing ground?
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Video Duration 28 minutes 00 seconds 28:00	Moment total solar eclipse occurs in North America
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Video Duration 00 minutes 59 seconds 00:59	British runner completes challenge to run length of Africa

[image: Britain's Russ Cook becomes the first person to run the entire length of Africa - Tunisia - April 7, 2024 Britain's Russ Cook reacts after becoming the first person to run the entire length of Africa.]
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FORK THE SYSTEM

Revisiting molokhia amid war and displacement in Gaza

Six months into the relentless war, Al Jazeera reached out again to Siham to document how her life in Gaza has changed.
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How will Iran respond to Israel’s attack on its Damascus consulate?

Analysts say Iran faces pressure to respond to Israel assassinating a senior commander, but what are Tehran’s options?
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EXCLUSIVE

Philippines beefs up defences on its northernmost edge amid China tensions

Batanes could find itself on the doorstep of war should the South China Sea dispute escalate or China invade Taiwan.
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REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK

Rwanda genocide: ‘Frozen faces still haunt’ photojournalist, 30 years on

Jack Picone reflects on his journey through Rwanda in 1994, and the lifelong nightmares it has left him with.
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Lebanon’s rock-climbing renaissance

In a small town in northern Lebanon, a community of rock climbers with its own unique philosophy is taking root.
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See full coverage
[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
A shepherd stands near the newly formed Lake Karla, which used to be farmland, after the region was flooded last September near the village of Kanalia. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Drained in 1962 to combat malaria and restored again from valley to wetlands in 2018 to remedy drought, the lake is now triple its normal size after deadly floods last year. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Agricultural land near the village of Sotirio is under water after the region was flooded last September. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Sheep feed on the shore of the newly formed Lake Karla. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
An abandoned football field in the village of Sotirio. The lakeside village, once bordered by fields of corn and cotton, now lies at the edge of a swamp. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
In September, Storm Daniel, a Mediterranean cyclone of unprecedented intensity, unleashed months worth of rain in just hours on Thessaly, Greece's most fertile plain. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Apostolos Polymerou, a 32-year-old sheep farmer, sits on a boat on the newly formed Lake Karla. 'This used to be pastureland for four to five thousand cattle,' he recalls. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Yiannis Tsiantos, a 57-year-old almond farmer, prepares his boat. 'A great field stood here,' said Tsiantos, the son of a fisherman and one of the few people in the lakeside village of Kanalia who still owns a boat. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Dried corn in a field in the village of Sotirio. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
A farmer ploughs his land on the shore of Lake Karla. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]


[image: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate]
Angelos Yamalis, a third-generation farmer, said his family lost 50 hectares (120 acres) of cotton, 30 hectares of wheat and 15 hectares of pistachio trees. [Angelos Tzortzinis/AFP]
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Photos: Greek valley that became a lake stirs drought debate
Drained in 1962 and restored again to wetlands in 2018, Lake Karla is now triple its normal size.
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